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pects for Research Libraries
quality of the science and technology collections in America's
ity research libraries is deteriorating under the onslaught of stable or
,hing acquisitions budgets coupled with double-digit inflation. Over
t several years, almost all research libraries have been forced to
their book purchases and subscription lists to journals and other
'ublications. Domestic book prices increased 3.5-fold and journal
3.3-fold during the past 10 years, while the median budget for
ition of Research Library members increased only 1.7-fold. The
ifmodest budget increases is evidenced by the change in the median
of gross volumes added to the member libraries over the same 10-
riod: 94,314 in 1969 to 1970 and 67,742 in 1979 to 1980.
arch libraries' traditional goals of local self-sufficiency and develop-
f in-depth collections in all areas of active research can no longer be
red realistic. Instead, collection policy now reflects the needs of
programs only. Collecting in areas of peripheral research interest is
y most libraries can ill afford. The long-term implication of current
is not attractive. With materials acquired principally in areas of
iate interest, libraries will lack the breadth to accommodate new or
ig research directions. Collections will exhibit discontinuities as
fcurrent interest flourish and those offormer interest wither. For the
user it will mean fewer books and journals locally available for
ig-a popular information-gathering habit of many researchers.
Ititles that are prime candidates for cancellation are less-used or
-language titles. With most libraries in similar straits, the same titles
bchosen for cancellation across the country, leading .to the virtual
barance of current subscriptions to certain titles, such as foreign-
,e specialty journals. Another problem is the inevitable increase in
ption prices as production costs are distributed over fewer subscribers.
ased interlibrary borrowing is a possible solution to satisfy local
but the system as currently conducted has problems. It tends to be
and the wait involved means decreased productivity and can cause
project momentum. Most large libraries have noted an increase in
rary loan traffic. For example, in-state borrowing from Southern
University at Carbondale has about doubled in the past 4 years.
ire several reasons for this. Rising journal prices have caused many
ual scientists and small academic libraries to pare their subscription
nd both groups are relying on using or borrowing material from
Ih libraries to satisfy their needs. On-line bibliographic searching has
uted to increased demands for interlibrary loans as computer-based
s identify obscure but pertinent sources of information.
nost practical solution to the library budget crunch is the adoption by
s of computer technology to assist the development of resource-
systems. But development offaster, more efficient delivery systems
tial to their success. Library computer networks are still in the early
of implementation. Four networks, the Research Libraries Group,
ashington Library Network, the University of Toronto Library
ation System, and OCLC, are in the process of consolidating their
ns within the American library community. The first step toward
k resource sharing was taken in 1979, when OCLC initiated its
rary loan subsystem. To date, the networks have emphasized ser-
ach as shared cataloging over resource sharing. Computerized book
rs lists are commonly available, but the programming to integrate
s and serials into the systems is inadequate. Incompatibilities be-
computing systems also limit communication and cooperation be-
networks. All in all, it appears that the future of the research library
interlibrary cooperation mediated by computerization of library
s. Thus equipped, we should be better able to match the user and the
ttion with a minimum of wasted time and resources.-GEoRGE
Morris Library, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale 62901
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